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EPIUM ENDURO 7.1 / 60 Nm

8699 € *
* Preise inkl. gesetzlicher MwSt. zzgl.Versandkosten

Marke: NOX Cycles
Bestell-Nr.: 23_EP-EN_01_23315

     

Speed and adrenaline in blocked downhill passages and daring bike park jumps – the action is the goal. As a symbiosis between e-bike and bio-
bike, the EPIUM Enduro 7.1 catapults you into other spheres. You get the power to ride each run multiple times or tackle steep ramps that open up
new horizons for you. Experience more than ever before.

The centerpiece is the 2.7 kg light full-carbon monocoque frame with modern geometry and integrated suspension. A combination that creates
unique agility. With the Flex Linkage System you can adapt the geometry of your bike perfectly to your needs. Powered by the brand-new FAZUA
Ride 60 you are driven by 60 Nm torque and 420 Wh battery reach. 180 mm suspension travel at the front and rear and a 29"/27.5" wheel mix ensure
maneuverability and maximum downhill performance.

EPIUM Enduro 7.1: Light, quiet, powerful and progressive - get ready for an e-mtb experience that goes beyond body and mind.

Winner of the German Design Award!

Jury statement: "An excellent design that reflects the demand for innovation and uncompromising quality down to the smallest detail." 

HIGHLIGHTS

-

Ultra-light Carbon full-frame (100% monocoque, made in Europe)

-

Wheel sizes 29” (FW) | 27.5” (RW)

-

Suspension travel 180mm

-

FAZUA Ride 60 Drive Unit (36V, 250W, 60Nm)

-

FAZUA Energy 430 Battery (430Wh, 36V, 2,3kg)

-

FIDLOCK Battery Cover PINCLIP

-

Race Proven Geometry (RPG)

-

Flex Linkage System 2.0 (FLS)

-

Flip Chip Dropout (FCD)

https://www.german-design-award.com/die-gewinner/galerie/detail/43438-nox-epium.html
https://fazua.com/en/energy/ride-60/
https://www.fidlock.com/components/en/pinclip
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-

Boost Standard

-

Smartphone connection / Bluetooth-enabled remote

-

Enduro-specific components

-

Voluntary manufacturer´s guarantee on frame and swing arm + Crash Replacement Service (CRS)

 

Discover the Highlights

Discover the Technologies

Verfügbare Artikelvarianten

Frame size
• S
• M
• L

Color
• jupiter
• mars
• moon

Ausstattung
• Core
• Pro
• Ultra

https://www.noxcycles.com/light-bikes
https://www.noxcycles.com/en/nox-tech

